
About Deborah Munies 
Deborah is a Master Certified Coach who works with smart, 
corporate women, helping them figure out their next career 
move and how to achieve the balance they crave so they 
have more time for themselves and their family. She is the 
founder of Can't Dimmer My Shimmer® - empowerment 
education for tween girls. She speaks at organizations and 
leads workshops to inspire, motivate and encourage growth 
and positivity, drawing from her own challenges and 
experiences. In 2018 she will debut as host of the podcast, 
Let's Figure It Out.  
 
Deborah is a contributor to The Huffington Post, Medium and 
Thrive Global.  Her clients call her approach “life changing”, 

“amazing” and “ego eliminating.”    
 
Meet Deborah online: 
Website - DeborahMunies.com  
Instagram - @deborahmunies 
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/DeborahMuniesLifeCoach/ 
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/deborahmunies/ 

 
 
What clients are saying… 

 
I can’t say enough about Deborah. She has helped me transform my personal life and 
my business. - Amy 
 
You gave me the gentle support I needed to start making steps toward a new career 
that I was so scared to even think about doing. This past year was quite a difficult one 
for me, and our sessions always shined some light in for me, got me thinking deeper, 
and touched my spirit. - Jacqueline 
 
The valuable assessment skills she’s taught me have impacted my life in a very positive 
way. I no longer search for self-value and approval from others.  She has helped me 
remove toxic people from my life and be positive about and be positive about what my 
future brings. - Tania 
 
Our coaching sessions changed my life….The arsenal of tools that you provided help 
me stay focused, prioritize things that are truly important, and make choices that make 
my life better and more satisfying. I already had so many of the answers within me — 
but you gave me a roadmap to tap into that energy, those desires, and that knowledge. I 
use these techniques every week — sometimes unconsciously, because they have 
become a part of my decision-making process. - Stacey  
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